
COUNTERSLIP LOCKDOWN ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

Following the latest government announcement (w/c 22nd June 2020), the trustees have met to 

discuss our response as a church. Our understanding of the most recent stage of the lifting of 

lockdown is: 

- People are still advised to keep a 2m distance 

- But where this is not possible, they may meet at 1m+ with the use of facemasks 

- Churches may reopen for worship from 4th July 

- Services will be capped at 30 people per service 

- Churches will not be allowed to include singing in their services 

 

Taking this information into consideration the trustees have re-considered our current plan but have 

decided that it is still the safest and most inclusive way forward for the time being. Our current plan 

allowed for 21 members of the congregation plus a number of team (including stewards, preacher, 

etc) to gather in the building. This plans actually meets with the new government restriction of 30 

people per worship gathering and therefore does not need to be changed. As we can still provide a 

2m distance between chairs we will still seek to do that. The advice is that you go to 1m only in 

circumstances where you cannot make 2m work.  

 

We will continue to re-evaluate the plan with each new set of guidance that the government 

releases. We will, therefore, still continue to gather online/dvd as we have been until September 

when we will look closely at the situation again. This time period of waiting allows us to see the 

direction that the government lead the country in, while remaining safe and not putting anyone in 

any unnecessary risk, and it allows us to see, and learn from, the wisdom of the actions of other 

churches as well. 

 

Further to that, this time period also allows the necessary time needed for the trustees to work on 

producing a new set of documents titled “COVID safe policy & procedure”. This document will then 

govern all of our future activities moving forward, ensuring that everything we do as a church is 

intentionally done in a way that allows us to be able to keep all who use our building as safe as 

possible with regard to COVID 19, and other potential communicable diseases. 

 

As and when it becomes safe for us to do so we will again begin to gather in our building. This will 

happen in a series of stages, and will not see all activities resumed straight away, with the possibility 

that some may not return at all. The unfolding of this phased lifting will be guided by both the 

government advice, our new COVID safe policy and our vision for the future of the church. 

 

Staggering the lifting of our church building activities lockdown will enable us to ensure that we are 

indeed doing all that we can to keep people safe. Plans are great, but this ultimately will also be 

something in which we learn as we go, so slow and steady is better than rushing to start everything 

all at once. 

 

We will begin to look at the unfolding of this process in September when we have more information 

and have had time to properly plan this with all the various groups and building users. The re-

launching process, however, may not begin fully in September, this will depend on the situation and 

government guidance at that time. 


